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f2 instances are optimized for linux-based applications. the instance sizes for f2 instances are 32 and
64 vcpus, offering a range of memory capacity options. f2 instances are powered by 3rd generation

intel xeon scalable processors with an all-core turbo frequency of 3.5 ghz, offer up to 15% better
price performance than f1 instances, and always-on memory encryption using intel total memory

encryption (tme). f2 instances provide a new instance size (f2.32xlarge) with 128 vcpus and 512 gib
of memory, 33% more than the largest f1 instance. they also provide up to 9% higher memory

bandwidth per vcpu compared to f1 instances. f2 instances also give customers up to 50 gbps of
networking speed and 40 gbps of bandwidth to the amazon elastic block store, twice that of f1

instances. f2 instances are available with local nvme-based ssd block-level storage (f2d instances)
for applications that need high-speed, low-latency local storage. all instance families are available in

all aws regions. in addition to the 16 availability zones that we announced in may, we have
additional availability zones that are coming online in the second half of 2018. availability zones
allow us to offer high availability of your workloads at the lowest possible cost. these additional

availability zones will be available for use with amazon ec2 instance families, such as m5, c5, r5, and
f1. availability zones are a set of physical locations where we establish our infrastructure and host
your virtual machines. aws provides a direct connectivity link between each availability zone and a

data center in another aws region. this means that your virtual machines will have a network
connection to the physical network in the other region. the network latency of this connectivity is
very low, and does not vary by availability zone. your virtual machines will always have the same
level of network latency, regardless of the availability zone from which they’re connecting to the

internet.
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starting with r5, r6i.32xlarge instances were introduced,
which provide 128 vcpus and 1,024 gib of memory, 33%
more memory bandwidth per vcpu, and up to 20% higher
memory bandwidth compared to the largest r5 instance.

r6i.32xlarge also offer improved networking
performance, and the option to use elastic network

adapter on the ec2 instance, providing up to 50 gbps of
networking speed and 40 gbps of bandwidth to amazon

elasti starting with r5, r6i.16xlarge instances were
introduced, which provide 16 vcpus and 640 gib of

memory, 25% more memory bandwidth per vcpu, and up
to 20% higher memory bandwidth compared to the
largest r5 instance. r6i.16xlarge also offer improved

networking performance, and the option to use elastic
network adapter on the ec2 instance, providing up to 50
gbps of networking speed and 40 gbps of bandwidth to
amazon elasti starting with r5, r6i.10xlarge instances

were introduced, which provide 10 vcpus and 320 gib of
memory, 20% more memory bandwidth per vcpu, and up

to 20% higher memory bandwidth compared to the
largest r5 instance. r6i.10xlarge also offer improved

networking performance, and the option to use elastic
network adapter on the ec2 instance, providing up to 50
gbps of networking speed and 40 gbps of bandwidth to
amazon elasti those interested in up to 40% lower costs
for hpc, deep learning and financial analytics will find the
new platform a compelling value proposition for their use
cases.amazon ec2 hpc instances offer supercomputing
performance with intel xeon scalable processors. hpc
pricing on the ec2 platform has been reduced on the
most popular instance types: c3.8xlarge, c3.16xlarge,
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c3.2xlarge and c3.4xlarge by up to 20% compared to
those previously offered by amazon. 5ec8ef588b
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